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BCLP UCLP ICP P-value
?? ????? ??,?? ?? ?????,??? ????,???
??????? ??.? ± ?.? ??.? ± ?.? ??.? ± ?.? NS
?????g? ????.? ± ???.? ????.? ± ???.? ????.? ± ???.? NS
???????? ?.? ± ?.? ?.? ± ?.? NS
???????? ??.? ± ?.? ??.? ± ?.? ??.? ± ?.? NS
??????????post-hoc test???????????????.
??????BCLP, bilateral cleft lip and palate; ICP, isolated cleft palate; UCLP, unilateral cleft lip and palate
? ??????????
?? BCLP UCLP ICP ??
? ?? ?? ?? ??
? ?? ?? ?? ??
?  ?  ?  ?  ?
???? ?? ?? ?? ??
??????BCLP, bilateral cleft lip and palate; 
ICP, isolated cleft palate; UCLP, unilateral cleft lip 
and palate; WPPSI, Wechsler Preschool and 













?? ?? t?df =???? P-value
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?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??
?? BCLP UCLP ICP ?? BCLP UCLP ICP ?? BCLP UCLP lCP
?? * ??? ???, ???? ?? ??, ?? ?? ??, ??? ?? ?, ??? ??? ??, ??? ?? ??, ?? ?? ??, ??? ?? ?, ??? ??? ???, ???? ?? ??, ?? ?? ??, ??? ?? ?, ???
?? ??.?? ?.?? ?.?? ??? ??.?? ?.??? ??.?? ??.?? ??.?? ??.?? ??.?? ??.??
?? ?.?? ? ?.?? ??? ??.?? ? ??? ??? ??.?? ??.?? ??.?? ???
?? ??.?? ??.?? ?.?? ??? ??.?? ??.?? ??? ??.?? ??.?? ??? ??.?? ??.??
* ?????????????????????????????????
? ?????????
BCLP UCLP ICP F?df??; ???? P-value
?? ± SD??? ??.? ± ?.? ??.? ± ?.? ??.? ± ?.? ??.?? < ?.????
????? ????? ?? ?? ?? ??
BCLP versus UCLP < ?.???
BCLP versus lCP < ?.????
UCLP versus ICP NS
??????????post-hoc test???????????????.
??????BCLP, bilateral cleft lip and palate; ICP, isolated cleft palate; UCLP, unilateral cleft lip and 
palate.
? ???????????????
BCLP UCLP ICP ?? F?df??: ???? P-value
VIQ ?? ± SD ??.? ± ??.? ??.? ± ??.? ??.? ± ??.? ??.? ± ??.? ?.?? <?.???
?? ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
BCLP versus ?? <?.???
BCLP versus UCLP <?.??
BCLP versus lCP <?.??
PIQ ?? ± SD ???.? ± ??.? ???.? ± ??.? ???.? ± ??.? ???.? ± ??.? NS
?? ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
??????????post-hoc test???????????????.
?????. BCLP, bilateral cleft lip and palate; ICP, isolated cleft palate; PIQ, Performance Intelligence 
Quotient; UCLP, unilateral cleft lip and palate; VIQ, Verbal Intelligence Quotient; WPPSI, Wechsler Preschool 
and Primary Scale of Intelligence.
? ???????? ????????
???
BCLP UCLP lCP ?? F?df??: ???? P-value
??
??? ± SD ?.? ± ?.? ?.? ± ?.? ?.? ± ?.? ??.? ± ?.? ?.?? <?.??
??? ???? ???? ???? ????
BCLP versus ?? <?.??
??
??? ± SD ?.? ± ?.? ?.? ± ?.? ?.? ± ?.? ?.? ± ?.? ?.?? <?.??
??? ???? ???? ???? ????
BCLP versus ?? <?.??
??
??? ± SD ?.? ± ?.? ?.? ± ?.? ?.? ± ?.? ?.? ± ?.? ?.?? <?.??
??? ???? ???? ???? ????
BCLP versus ?? <?.??
BCLP versus UCLP <?.??
??
?Mean ± SD ?.? ± ?.? ?.? ± ?.? ?.? ± ?.? ?.? ± ?.? NS
?Range ???? ???? ???? ????
??
?Mean ± SD ?.? ± ?.? ?.? ± ?.? ?.? ± ?.? ?.? ± ?.? ?.?? <?.??
?Range ???? ???? ???? ????
BCLP versus ?? <?.??
????????? ?post-hoc test???????????????.




??? ± SD ??.? ± ??.? ??.? ± ??.? NS
??? ?????? ??????
BCLP n??? n??
??? ± SD ??.? ± ??.? ??.? ± ??.? NS
??? ?????? ?????
UCLP n??? n???
??? ± SD ??.? ± ??.? ??.? ± ??.? NS
??? ?????? ??????
ICP n?? n???
??? ± SD ??.? ± ??.? ??.? ± ??.? NS
??? ?????? ??????
?? n??? n???
??? ± SD ??.? ± ??.? ???.? ± ??.? NS
??? ?????? ??????
?????Student's t-test????.
???BCLP, bilateral cleft lip and palate; ICP, isolated 
cleft palate; UCLP, unilateral cleft lip and palate;
WPPSI, Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of 
Intelligence.




??? ± SD ???.? ± ??.? ???.? ± ??.? NS
??? ?????? ??????
BCLP n??? n??
??? ± SD ???.? ± ??.? ??.? ± ?.? NS
??? ?????? ??????
UCLP n??? n???
??? ± SD ???.? ± ??.? ???.? ± ??.? NS
??? ?????? ??????
ICP n?? n???
??? ± SD ???.? ± ??.? ???.? ± ??.? NS
??? ?????? ??????
?? n??? n???
??? ± SD ???.? ± ??.? ???.? ± ??.? NS
??? ?????? ??????
?????Student's t-test????.
???BCLP, bilateral cleft lip and palate; ICP, isolated 
cleft palate; UCLP, unilateral cleft lip and palate;





















































???????? ???Pediatrics International? ??
?????Postoperative Speech Development based 
on Cleft Types in Children with Cleft Palate? ??
????????????????????????
???
Group BCLP UCLP ICP ?2?df=?? P-value
??????????????
?? ?? ?? ??.?? <?.???
?????????????????
? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ??
?2?df = ??
BCLP versus UCLP ?.?? <?.??
BCLP versus ICP ??.?? <?.???
UCLP versus lCP ??.?? <?.???
??????2test????.
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